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BIEMH 31, THE FUTURE IS NOW

The next edition of BIEMH, Spain's biggest international machine-tool and advanced manufacturing fair, is scheduled to take place on 25-29 May 2020.

The success of the 2018 edition, at which visitor numbers were up 5% on 2016, means that there are good expectations in a market that is developing rapidly.

BIEMH 2020 is set to be the leading event in the manufacturing sector. Once again, BIEMH will be offering the most advanced solutions in the sector, and encouraging hands-on participation by exhibitors and visitors alike through the creation of a forum conducive to doing business.

“Visiting BIEMH is of great interest to us” Joao Esteves, Senior Project Manager at KIRCHHOFF Automotive Deutschland
TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL CHANGE THE WORLD

BIEMH 2020 is to showcase the most innovative technologies, which are revolutionising the machine-tool industry, with the latest in top-level manufacturing processes.

The spacious, large-capacity venue with its modern facilities and services means that large machinery can be shown in operation, and stands can offer demonstrations of components, tools, robotics, etc.

“We are looking for new partners and technology for our firm”
Hiroshi Nomura, Chair of Noah Corporation (Japan)

WORLD-LEADING EXHIBITORS

Every edition of BIEMH to date has been characterised by the participation of the world’s top firms and brands. Their involvement makes this one of the most important events of its kind in the machine-tool sector, and one of those with the greatest international repercussions.

Once again this year, the top firms have booked up for BIEMH. A unique opportunity to present themselves at their best. An international event that draws visitors from all over the world and provides sales contacts, synergies and business opportunities.

“At BIEMH we will be presenting our latest solutions in advanced manufacturing and the consolidation of services for digital industry. This will be a stand-out edition of the event, at which the upswing in the industry will be noticeable”. David González, Sales Manager of SORALUCE.
HALL 4.0

The 31st BIEMH will once again feature three side events in Hall 4.0, providing solutions in digitalisation processes and in additive manufacturing within the framework of Industry 4.0.

These concurrent events will feature an exhibition area and live demonstrations, plus an interesting programme of talks from world-renowned expert speakers.

BE DIGITAL
The 3rd edition of this innovative forum focused solely on the application of digital technologies to industry seeks to bring together actors and facilitators of digital technology applications in industrial processes and throughout the business value chain.

ADDIT3D
Once again this year this international fair, which has become a benchmark for 3D and additive technology applied to industry in Spain, will be showing innovations in new materials, additive manufacturing in metal, component optimisation solutions, advances in manufacturing runs, etc. along with practical demonstrations from leading specialists in the sector.

IMIC- Industrial Maintenance Innovation Conference
A showcase for the latest trends and developments in industrial maintenance, asset and facility management and reliability of production in a framework of advanced maintenance.

WORKINN, talent for Industry
This is an employment forum that provides a meeting point for firms with final-year students and industry specialists seeking to change their jobs or rejoin the sector.

Entrepreneurial schemes and job creation are also covered at Workinn, where the main aim is to identify talent and help firms become more competitive.

“Additive manufacturing is a technology that is here to stay: it already accounts for a global turnover of $7 billion. This year twice as much space has been allocated to ADDIT3D, enabling us to present our additive machines with high deposition WAAM technology for large components in the aeronautics, shipping and railway industries”. Amagoia Paskual, Manager of ADDILAN.
BIEMH 30:
A RECORD EDITION
IN TERMS OF NUMBERS
AND TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION

N° of exhibiting firms: 1751 from 21 countries.
N° of visitors: 42,445 from 61 countries

“A huge success in terms of the exhibition, products, machinery in operation and participation”
Xabier Basañez, General Manager of Bilbao Exhibition Centre.

SECTORS TAKING PART

EXHIBITORS
· Metal-cutting machinery
· Metal-forming machinery
· Other machinery & equipment
· Tools for machine-tools
· Components & accessories for machine-tools
· Automation of processes & manufacturing
· Metrology & quality control
· Production & business services

VISITORS
· Managers, owners, directors and heads of department of manufacturing firms in the following areas:
  - Automotive & ancillary industries
  - Aeronautics & ancillary industries
  - Railways & ancillary industries
  - Energy
  - Oil & Gas
  - Metal construction
  - Capital goods
  - Metallurgy
  - Steel
  - Valves
  - Engineering
  - Subcontracting or metal-working
  - Moulds, models & dies
  ...and more
SALES CONTACTS

International
Alejandra Paquin
Tel.: +34 94 404 00 89
apaquin@bec.eu

North & South
Jesús Tobajas
Tel.: +34 94 404 084
jtobajas@bec.eu

Catalonia & the Eastern Seaboard
Francisco Oliva de Mesa
Tel.: +34 93 666 25 52
foliva@bec.eu

Central area
Francisco Javier González Moreno
Tel.: +34 918 465 010
fjgonzalez@bec.eu

Galicia & Portugal
Roberto Gómez Lorenzo
Tel.: +34 986 36 76 54
rlorenzo@bec.eu
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